LUMINAIRES FOR TECHZONE™ CEILING SYSTEMS

TechZone™ for Armstrong® Ceiling Solutions provides a monolithic, uncluttered ceiling visual by organizing technical services into a single 4” or 6” wide zone. An array of Focal Point 4” and 6” wide recessed luminaires have been thoughtfully designed and prequalified to fit into TechZone™ Ceiling Systems.

Visit focalpointlights.com/techzone for specification and other details about compatible luminaires for TechZone™ Ceiling Systems.
4" TechZone™ Ceiling System Products

AVENUE® B TECHZONE
SOLID REGRESSED
(FAVBTZL-SR)

AVENUE® B TECHZONE
CORRUGATED REGRESSED
(FAVBTZL-CR)

AVENUE® B TECHZONE
FLUSH
(FAVBTZL-FL)

SEEM® 4-LP TECHZONE
REGRESSED
(FSM4LP-RL)

SEEM® 4-LP TECHZONE
FLUSH
(FSM4LP-FL)

6" TechZone™ Ceiling System Products

AVENUE® 6 TECHZONE
SOLID REGRESSED
(FAV6L-SR)

AVENUE® 6 TECHZONE
CORRUGATED REGRESSED
(FAV6L-CR)

AVENUE® 6 TECHZONE
FLUSH
(FAV6L-FL)

SEEM® 6 TECHZONE
REGRESSED
(FSM6L-SR)

SEEM® 6 TECHZONE
FLUSH
(FSM6L-FL)

SEEM® 6 TECHZONE
POP-DOWN
(FSM6L-PD)